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Pratibha Niketan Mahavidyalaya, Nanded caters primarily to the educational needs of the 

learners. The college conducts an intensive Bridge Course in English at the start of their entry to 
UG Programmes. This Course helps them to overcome their fear of the English Language and 

facilitates the transition from the vernacular medium to the English medium. An English 
speaking ambience is created through this Course. It is a one credit course incorporated in the 
curriculum. 

An Entry Level Test is conducted to assess their comprehension skills and accordingly 
they are categorized into two streams. Suitable teaching pedagogies are devised and adopted and 
the progress of learning is closely monitored. 

Their level of learning and confidence is improved through the following activities: 
declamation, role play, dictation, ice-breaking, demonstration, narration, story-telling, riddles 
and word-puzzles. Slow learners are identified on the basis of their performance in CIA and 
Summative Examinations. 

Different strategies like remedial coaching, peer-teaching, mentor motivation, 

Assignments, tests, etc. are employed for the progress of the slow learners, of which remedial 
coaching is of a great help. Special programmes for the slow learners are conducted outside the 
regular teaching hours. 

The departiments evolve their own strategies including supply of simplified study 
materials and question banks for effective learning. It mainly focuses upon reducing their failure 
in the courses and developing confidence in them to pursue their studies. 

Advanced leamers are given due opportunities to upgrade their knowledge level by 
selecting Self-Learning Courses and earn extra credits. They are oriented towards writing papers 
and present them in Seminars. Skill Enhancement Course (SEC) Competitive Exam Expert 
talksand so on. 
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Programmes for slow and Advanced learners 
Report on Student Reader's Desk Dept. of History 

Student Reader's Desk Inauguration Dept.of History.At the time there were present 
Dr.Gajanan Patil HOD Dept of History, Indira Gandhi Mahavidyalaya, CIDCO Nanded and 
Principal Dr.K. R.Gangakhedkar, Dr.Rahul Varvantikar HOD,History and others. 

The Student Reader's Desk Inauguration aimed to provide a dedicated space for graduate 
students to enhance their academic pursuits through a conducive reading environment. The event 
commenced with a warm welcome extended to the dignitaries and attendees. 

Dr. Gangakhedkar, the esteemed Chairperson & Principal of our college, presided over 
the event. In his opening remarks, he emphasized the significance of fostering a culture of 
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academic excellence and the role of the Student Reader's Desk in supporting graduate students in 
their scholarly endeavors. 

Dr. Patil, the Chief Guest for the occasion and Head of the History Department at Ind1ra 
Gandhi College, shared insights into the importance of research and the value of creating a 
conducive learning environment. His words inspired the students and underscored the 
importance of the Student Reader's Desk in promoting a scholarly atmosphere. 

Dr. Varvantikar, the Head of the Department, expressed his enthusiasm for the Student 
Reader's Desk initiative and highlighted its alignment with the institution's commitment to 
academic excellence. His support and encouragement set a positive tone for the event. The event 
witnessed active participation from graduate students who expressed their gratitude for the 
Student Reader's Desk initiative. Their presence underscored the relevance of such initiatives in 

catering to the needs of the student community. 

The formal inauguration of the Student Reader's Desk involved the unveiling of a plaque 

and a symbolic ribbon-cuting ceremony by the dignitaries. The ceremony was followed by a 
tour of the Student Reader's Desk facilities, showcasing the resources and amenities available to 
graduate students. 

The Student Reader's Desk Inauguration was a resounding success, marked by the enthusiasm 

and support of the Student Reader's Desk tarries, faculty, and students. The initiative reflects the 

commitment of Pratibha Niketan mahavidy alaya to provide a nurturing environment for 
academic growth and research. We extend our sincere appreciation to all those who contributed 
to the success of the event and look forward to witnessing the positive impact of the Student 
Reader's Desk on the academic journey of our graduate students. 
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Date: 05/01/2023. 

Report on National Integrity Essay Competition 

C 

National ntegrity Essay Competition 

On 05/01/2023, the Faculty of Humanities at Pratibha Niketan Mahavidyalaya organized 

an Essay Competition on the theme of "National Integrity." The event aimed to encourage 
students to reflect on the importance of national unity and integration. A total of 47 students 

from various departments participated in the competition, showcasing their intellectual prowess 
and comnmitunent to promoting a sense of unity and cohesion. 

Forty-seven students from diverse academic backgrounds participated in the essay 
competition. The enthusiastie response highlighted the widespread interest and commitment 

among students to engage in meaningful discussions on the theme of national integrity. 

A panel of experienced faculty members tionm the humanities department was appointed 
to evaluate the essays. The judging criteria included originality, colherence, relevance to the 

theme, and the overall quality of expression. 
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The competition featured separate categories for boys and girls, with the top three participants in each category receiving prizes. Additionally, a consolation prize was awarded to recognize outstanding efforts. 

Boys Category 
1st Prize: Mr.Pavan Waghmare B.A.S.Y 

2nd Prize: Mr.Sarode Avinash B.A.F.Y 
3rd Prize: Mr.Kamble Jeevan B.A.F.Y 

Girls Category: 
Ist Prize: Ku. Anjali Patil B.A.F.Y 
2nd Prize: Ku. Swati Kendre B.A.S.Y 
3rd Prize: Ku. Manjeet Kaur 
Consolation Prize: 
Mr. Ravi Jondhale 

The winning essays demonstrated a deep understanding of the theme, presenting 
insightful perspectives on the importance of national integrity in fostering a united and 

harmonious society. The essays explored historical, cultural, and social dimensions, showcasing 
the students' ability to think critically and express their ideas effectively. 

Certificates of participation were distributed to all contestants, acknowledging their 
contribution to the essay competition. The winners were awarded certificates of achievement, 
and their names will be prominently displayed in the college to recognize their accomplishments. 

Following the competition, participants received constructive feedback from the 

judging panel, encouraging them to continue exploring and expressing their thoughts on societal 
issues. The faculty of humanities expressed gratitude to all participants for their active 
involvement and thoughtful contributions. 
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REPORT ON CONDUCTION OF EXAM FOR SLOW AND AVANCED LEARNERS 

The decision to implement specialized exams was prompted by the college's comnitment to 
cquity and inclusivity. Recognizing, the iherent differences in learming abilities among students, 
the institution sought to address the varving needs of slow and advanced learners. The goal was 

to create an assessment system that accurately reflects individual. 

Date: 27/04/2023 

CONDUCTION OF EXAM FOR SLOW LEARNERS 
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Group Discussion on Intellectual Property Rights 
Date: 14/02/2023 

The student-led group diseussion on Intellectual Property Rights was initiated to create 
awareneSs and stimulate dialogue among peers about thc importance of protecting intellectual 
creations. The event brought together students firom different academic backgrounds, fostering a 

multidimensional perspective on the subject. 
The discussion was organized in a pancl format, with students taking turns presenting key 

aspeets of Intellectual Property Rights. The topics covered included patents, copyrights, 
trademarks, and trade secrets. Each presentation was followed by an open-floor discussion, 

allowing participants to express their views, ask questions, and share relevant experiences. 
The group discussion witnessed active participation from students representing a variety of 

disciplines, including law, business, engineering, and the arts. The diverse backgrounds of the 
participants enriched the conversation, providing unique perspectives on how IPR affects 
different industries and creative endeavors. 
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Report on Inauguration of the Economics Study Forum 

Date: 24/08/2 022 

Inauguration of the Economics Study Forum 

On 24/08/2022 an auspicious occasion marked the inauguration of the Economics Study 

Forum Pratibha Niketan Mahavidyalaya. The event was graced by the esteemed presence of Dr. 

Nagesh Kamble, Head, and Associate Professor in Economics at Vasantro Naik College. 

Nanded. 

Dr. P. Neelkant Rao, Head, and Associate Professor in Economics at also participated in 

the ceremony. The inauguration witnessed the enthusiastic presence of faculty members, 
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including Dr. Sheshao Palepwad, Dr. lemanth Mujulpckar, and Mr. Jadhav, along with eager students. 

The ceretony commenced with a warm welcome extended to the chief guest, Dr. Nagesh 
Kamble, and all the attendees by Pratibha Niketan Mabavidyalaya's laculty members. The 
parteipants were encouraged to actively engage in the upconming activities of the Econonies 
Study Forum. 

Dr. Nagesh Kamble delivered an insightul address, emphasizing the significance of 
interdisciplinary learning and the role of forums in fostering academic growth. He shared his 
valuable experiences and encouraged students to explore diverse aspects of economics beyond 
the classoom. The Eeonomies Study Forum was oflicially inaugurated by Dr. Nagesh Kamble 

and Dr. P. Neelkant Rao, who jointly unveiled the plaque symbolizing the commencement of the 
forum's activities. 

Dr. P. Neelkant Rao outlined the objectives of the Economics Study Forum, emphasizing 

its role in ereating a plattorm tor students to exchange ideas, enhance their understanding of 

economic concepts, and foster a culture of intellectual curiosity. 

Dr. Sheshrao Palepwad, Dr. Hemanth Mujulgekar, and Mr. Jadhav expressed their 

support for the forum and highlighted the various ways in which faculty members would 

contribute to the students' 

A group of enthusiastie students aetively participated in the event, expressing their 
excitement about the forum's formation. The students were encouraged to take an active role in 

organizing and 

The event concluded with an interative session where students had the opportunity to 
ask questions and seek guidance from both Dr. Nagesh Kamble and Dr, P. Neelkant Rao, This 

session tacilitated meaningful exchanges and set the tone for future interactions within the 

Feonomics Study Forum. 
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